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Sanrafael presents Doors & Deco.

This magazine is born of the conviction that the door has evolved as a 
decorative element in the home.

Doors ... the essence of Sanrafael is the manufacture of doors with superior quality, 
functionality and design to the market.

Deco ... is not only a door but a space where the rest of the elements coexist 
under the idea of decorating a project.

We are sure that you will find not only innovative designs in doors under the idea of 
decorating a home, but solutions for walls (panels and decorative papers), cabinets, 
dressing rooms, unique tables made of natural wood on  large format, trends in 
handles and fittings, etc ...

Enjoy

Modular dressers that perfectly fit your 
needs and with parts repositionable at 
any time.

Choose a unique piece of solid 
wood for your living room.

And with technical 
properties (acoustic, 
hermetic, antibacterial, fire 
protection, anti-humidity ...) 
always there with the idea of  
giving you the greatest 
comfort in your day to day 
life.

Enter fully into decoration with a collection 
of wallpapers with more than 80 models and 
4 exclusive finishes to choose from.

Intelligent doors for the modern age .
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A BIG FAMILY

TRENDS

MORE THAN DOORS

1 DOORS AND DECO
Certainly the catalogue with more possibilities for 

you

5 sanrafael 1986-TODAY
A lifetime of development

6     THE SANRAFAEL FAMILY
A network of more than 25,000 
professionals worldwide

8      SANRAFAEL TRENDS
We develop designer solutions.

12  DEFINE YOUR STYLE
Nothing better than enjoying what you like

16   DEFINE YOUR DOOR
We would like to help you choose your door

18  DIFFERENTIATION
Quality doors with particularities that 
differentiate it from the rest

297 WARDROBES AND WALK IN 
WARDROBES Take advantage of all your

space.
300 FINISHES

Possibly the greatest variety of finishes

302 HANDLES
We are offering quality design hardware

306 TABLES
The table as a piece of furniture  
always made to measure

308WALLPAPERS
Wallpaper is back turned into decoration 

312 GLASS
Choose the design that best suits your door

SANRAFAEL 
DOORS ALL RIGHTS 
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PUERTAS SANRAFAEL S.L.
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Tel.: +34 925 160 363

www.puertassanrafael.com

48 puertas y seguridad

50 pue
Handle

HandHandlesleshandle 
perfect for your door 
48 puertas y 
salud48 medioambiente

WALLPAPERS
NOVELTY

INTERVIEWS

I N D E X

51 JOSÉ MARÍA MARTÍN
Awareness of savoir faire

112 carlos Diaz
Meet an expert in 

varnishes and lacquers.

256 ángel privado
A lifetime devoted 
to wood

168 Miguel sanchez
Service: the right 
attitude in 
everything we do

 Handles. Searching for the perfect 
accessory.

214 carlos TorregroSa 

complementory handle ión

53 fernando lominchar

WALK IN WARDROBES

NOVELTY

              COMFORT
NOVELTY

297

180

308

306

        TABLES 
NOVELTY

Looking for excellence
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AN EXCELLENT YEAR

Clean air in the home

INTERNAL COMPETITION PRIZE

SUSTAINABLECOMMITMENT

Concerned about the 
environment

SANRAFAEL was born with 
great enthusiasm and desire to 
do something different. We 
never thought that today we 
would be a benchmark in the 
sector.

First company in the sector 
in Spain to implement a 
Continuous Environmental 
Management and 
Improvement System.

Award for Business Excellence 
in recognition for the 
contribution to improve the 
competitiveness of the 
business network. Thank you.

Human team as example 
of Prevention in Labor 

Risks

Our products obtain the 
maximum certification for air 
quality inside the home: A +

INTERNATIONAL DESIGN OF DOORS 
We celebrate our first awards in 
Design. Grateful for the help of Madrid 
College of Architects.

Sanrafael stamp  
We have identified all our 
products with our own ID 
mark.

 Choose products 
coming from certified 
management forests 

Innovation
Prize at the Sokolniki 
Show (Moscow) for 
innovation in product 
design.

MINIMIZE CHALLENGE? 
CO2

The only sectoral company, carrying 
out a carbon footprint minimization 
programme, already reducing 14% of 
the CO2 emitted per door.

Positioned for sustainable construction

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
MERIT 
Business award in the category 
of Sustainable Company from 
Castilla La Mancha. Thank you.

 SANRAFAEL confirms labour in 
favour of the environment by 
becoming part of the USGBC group.

Born

In the search of guaranteeing  
greater quality control we 
were the first Spanish in the 
secto to certify our 
production process. company.

FOCUSED ON QUALITY

DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE 
Award-winning NAN Architecture with 
our door design that reduces heat loss 
between rooms by 40%.

ANTONIO BARÓ 
NATIONAL AWARD
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Born in 1986 and conceived on the family values of a job well 
done, Sanrafael doors has specialized for more than 30 years in 
the realization of quality doors with different characteristics 
and a strong commitment to home decoration.

With a clear orientation towards permanent innovation and the 
development of technical solutions, in recent years we have 
opted for the extension to other elements beyond the door, such 
as cabinets, tables or wall decoration, offering something unique, 
singular and with personality.

The aspiration of our work in this catalogue is to give you 
ideas and accessories to decorate your home beyond the 
door.

Shall we start ?

Since ‘86

An entire 
lifetime 

with you



6 A REFERENCE 
TO DESIGN 
INNOVATION

Our attention to the international market 
in the last decade has allowed us to offer 
720 points of sale in 32 countries with 
more than 14,500 professional installers 
and 21,000 architects and designers who 
today work with the Sanrafael product.

We contemplate solutions and trends at 
the international level, which enriches 
us and helps us to continue growing as a 
global company.

Thanks to this, in the latest studies carried 
out, Sanrafael appears as the most valued 
interior door manufacturing company (by 
84% of customers), especially for our 
attention to design, innovation and the 
appropriate quality-price ratio offered.

Thanks
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01 02 03

i n t e r n a t i o n a l

Personalization, closeness in 
everything we do and innovative 
solutions in all the countries 
where we work have enabled an 
international development of 
which to be proud today.

Casa Apava
PALM BEACH. MIAMI. USA

Saffron Square
London. UK

Phenicia Hotel
Hammamet. Tunisia

Norman Foster's study needed a 
door that would increase design 
and functionality. Sanrafael's 
proposal was chosen. Visit it!

Complete hotel renovations are 
complex because of their level of 
decoration, technical product 
needs and attention. The 
Phenicia hotel is a fantastic 
example to enjoy our products.

Published by Forbes magazine as 
one of the most expensive 
residences in the world with $ 71 
million, Casa Apava enjoys our 
traditional style lacquered doors 
in a privileged environment in 
Miami.



Raw
materials

You can certify that the raw 
materials of your doors and 

elements of interior design have a  
sustainable forests origin.

Taking care of your health is not 
incompatible with aesthetics. Our 

AIRDOOR system allows you to 
improve the quality of  internal  

air in rooms with a hidden system 
in the head of the door.

We have reduced our CO2 
emissions by 14%. We are 

working to lower this even 
further. 

mindfulness2

bio
COMMITMENT

t

GREEN LACQUERS
Use doors and furniture that respect nature. 
VwaterbBased varnishes that remove VOC 
emissions (solvents, formaldehides,...) to the 
atmosphere.

In an effort to become an innovative and pioneering company, Sanrafael 
incorporates these trends into its proposals. In this document you will find the 
latest trends, not only in furniture.

CERTIFIED MATERIALS

Certify your products wit h PEFC

and FSC, so we can help

sustainable forest management.

This avoids deforestation.

Lower C=2 emissions in the production 

and delivery process of the door 

Live with greater comfort and peace of mind in 

your home, no noise, no odours, a decoration 

with more security and protection.

Goodbye bacteria
Antibacterial finish eliminates 
bacteria, viruses and spores.

i

Improves the quality of 
indoors air.

Sanrafael offers 
products with the minium 
volatile 
subtances to indoors air.

8



RBACK TO BASICS

3

luxury4
AT HAND

Live! collection offers designer products for everyone.

SILK CANELA lino GREY ASHEN

WALNUT

Wood with an open grain has 
a very natural effect

USTIC   oural” rústuídeaébanoRoble nat

9
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soft tones

LESS IS 
MORE

a palette for you

neutral colors

Neutrals are in. With slight hints which 
vary towards warmer or darker 
tonalities.

SAVES SPACE
Sliding doors inside the wall, external 
sliding with no on site work needed, 
floor to ceiling doors, door and top 
panel or bespoke doors... functional 
and decorative solutions  with which 
open spaces and saving of space are 
obtained.

TEXTURE, TEXTURE, TEXTURE

Uniform veneers, open grain, different

finishes in walnut and stained veneers.

oak antral coloursd chestnut. Lacquers

on veneers, in warmer tones.

SANRAFAEL WHITE

JUNGLE

Dakota

Bruma

Ginger

JADE

TERRACOTA

DARK

10
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THINK OF EVERY THING 

FROM THE FIRST MOMENT

big
experiences

Sets of doors, panels and organizers 
Having the same finish as the door, 
paneling, dressing rooms and cabinets is 
essential to achieve a fully integrated 
space.

DIFERENT 
STYLES

TABLES

MIX OF MATERIALS

WALK IN

 WARDROBES

Collection of handles

Magnetic 

latch

Concealed hinges

Drop Seal

Gum seal

PANELS

WALK IN WARDROBES

Everything breathes 
Doors, walls wardrobes, wallpaper, 
complements ... everything is
thought of from a first moment in 
decoration. Get fully integrated
spaces with all the elements at your 
disposal.

11
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Define
your style

S t y l e  g u i d e

Looking for inspiration to decorate your home and can´t 
find the style that best suits you?

In SANRAFAEL we compile the decoration styles in 
trend. Throughout this catalogue we discover 
fundamental aspects of each taste, so you can decorate to 
your liking. 

m a n h a t  t a n 

N o r d i c

s l o w  d e s i g n 

n e w  m i n i m a l 

s o p h i s t i c a t e d  

v i n t a g e

h i g h  d e c o 

M e d i t e r r a n e a n  

N E O C L A S S I C A L  

n e w  z e n

t e a  t i m e 

M A S C U L I N  

a f r i c a n 

b o h e m i o 

i n d u s t r i a l  r U st 

R U S T I C  

t r a d i c i o n a l

live! Lacquered  m i n i m a l  contempoary             c l a s s i c

1
Manhattan

4
New

Minimal

7
High 
Deco
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6

SSOOSSophisticated5

Slow
Design

Nordic

Vintage

8 Mediterranean

9 Neoclassic

10New Zen

What´s 
your style?
1. MANHATTAN
In trend, modern, original and functional, 
with very glamorous touches, valuing 
light. We bring a piece of NYC to 
SANRAFAEL.
2. NORDIC
In recent years it has become increasingly 
popular. Within everyone's reach without 
diminishing style. natural, light woods, unique 
objects.
3. SLOW DESIGN
Sustainable, elegant, adapted, democratic, 
durable, efficient, non-toxic ... a style that is 
governed by values that are on the rise in 
contemporary society.
4. NEW MINIMAL
If minimalism is the tendency to reduce to the 
essential, to strip off leftover elements, the New 
Minimal follows its essence with a focus on 
materials.
5. SOPHISTICATED
High gloss, exotic woods, mix of textures, 
warm neutral tones and exquisite care for 
detail with touches of gold or bronze.

6. VINTAGE
Not everything old is Vintage. The 50s, 60s 
and 70s are the basis that sustains this 
aesthetic culture, which must be refined and 
brought to the present inexcusably.
7. high deco
High decoration for the most demanding. 
Dressing your home with noble materials 
and classic style with all the accessories is 
easy.
8. MEDITERRANEAN
Our Mediterranean essence seeks sensations. 
Marine elements, white, light, natural 
materials and a certain Ibizan air to renovate 
your home.
9. NEOCLASSIC

10. NEW zen
A space for meditation and knowledge. 
Finding inner peace is possible in interiors that 
go beyond aesthetics.

+ INFO PAGE. 216

+ INFO PAGE 192

+ INFO PAGE. 218

+ INFO PAGE 204

+ INFO PAGE 190

+ INFO PAGE 72

+ INFO PAGE 290

+ INFO PAGE 238

+ INFO PAGE 82

+ INFO PAGE 106

13

Neoclassic is renovated to be clean and bright, 
combined with white or black with wooden 
floors, elements in marble or velvet.
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12Tea 

Time
Contemporary

WHAT IS 
YOUR STYLE

11. tea time
The English style is classic but very cool at 
the same time, combining black and white 
and touches of gold. Do not forget British 
elements in the decoration.
12. contemporary
Combines finishes and colours in the same 
object, doors with aluminum, exquisite 
stained glass, neutral tones and very urban. 
atmosphere.13. MASCULINE
A masculine style, elegant and where the 
order prevails, worthy of a gentleman, not 
without repairing details that mix the classic 
and contemporary.
14. african
Natural textures, jungle prints, killims, with 
novel elements that contrast with the 
traditional conception of this style such as 
aluminum.
15. BOHEMIAN
Walnut, the best option, although not the only 
one. Spaces for people with a creative spirit. 
Miscellany of elements and cultures in the 
same space.
16. industrial
Industrial Revolution is back, now in aesthetics: 
oxyds, metals, concrete, industrial lamps, beams, 
clear spaces...

17. RUSTIC
Countryside at home. Stained veneer is the best 
option for doors. Stone, white walls and rustic 
elements are the protagonists.

18. tradiTional
Certain and smart, oak is perfect. Do not forget 
glazed doors to brighten rooms. Architraves all 
around and never forget flowers.

13
14

15
16

17

18

Masculine

Bohemian
Industrial

Rustic

Traditional

African

+ INFO PAGE. 148

+ INFO  PAGE 42

+ INFO PAGE 284

+ INFO PAGE 220

+ INFO PAGE 288

+ INFO PAGE 114

+ INFO PAGE 240

+ INFO PAGE 262

14
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MOISTURE RESISTANT

PROTECTION

HINGES 

 PERSONALIZED 
 DESIGN

BEST AIR QUALITY FOR YOUR 
HOME 

MINIMUM FIRE PROTECTION 
20 MINUTES 

SOUND PROOF PROPERTIES

SUSTAINABLE 
DOORS

CHOOSE
 INSULATION

Advantage
from your door

Wooden doors are 
made with a perimeter 

of 22mm thick solid 
wood, supporting much 

better moisture and 
allowing greater 

durability

GREATER 
PROTECTION 
Solid doors with greater 
impact resistance

AGAINST ATTACK 
A solid door is more resistant 
than a hollow door. Choose 
security options for entry 
door, armoured to match all 
interior doors

ANTI CORROSION 
We use special hardware 
from leading brands
with great anti-corrosion 
protection. Up to 200,000 
cycles, which is equivalent to 
a use of 35 years.

More than 200 designs, 54 of 
which are proprietary and 
patented, with the possibility 

of personalization o incluso diseño a la carta.

Combine the door with 
complements, cabinets, 
dressers, wall panels or even 
with the finish of your table.

With our water-based 
finishes we achieve a more 

stable colour, protection 
against colour changes 

(specially in lacquers), a 
greater hardness and 

above all the reduction in 
the emission of solvents. A 

very ecofriendly solution.

Most of our solid doors 
in the Live !, Lacquered, 

Minimal and 
Contemporary 

collection in standard 
size are tested to 

withstand a minimum 
of 20 minutes against 

fire with proper 
installation. Choose 

yours and protect 
yourself.

100% of the doors, without additional 
acoustic protection, provide an 

acoustic insulation higher than 22dB.  
Do you need more protection? 

Incorporates a "rubber" gasket or a 
drop seal.

We select the best qualities of 
natural sheet, from 

sustainable forests. It 
requires the PEFC and FSC 
certification and you will be 

helping to maintain the 
planet.

Ask for a "rubber" gasket 
or a drop seal to reduce 

hits, noise and heat/cold 
loss common between 

rooms.

BEST QUALITY
FRAMES Both in the 
frame and in the beading we 
use "PUR" glue as standard, 
which allows a better 
adherence and behaviour in 
wet conditions.
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DEFINE
your door

B U Y E R S  G U I D E

choose your style

We make it easy for you We would like to 
make your choice simple, for this we 

explain all the elements that make up a 
door beyond colour or finish.

We help you in the process of how to 
choose a door

1.
+ INFO PAGE 315 

DESIGN

2.
+ INFO PAGE 300 

FINISHES

3.
+ INFO PAGE 294 

Format

Choose between collections in 
Live !, Lacquered, Minimal, 
Contemporary or Classic

COLOURS AND TEXTURES 
Choose from our range of colours 
for wood, tinted wood and 
lacquered.

White Dakota Terracota Jungle Jade 

Water based lacquers, silky, matt or high gloss and special effects.

Tierra Rustic 

Great variety of stains

MADE TO MEASURE
What do you need? Simple doors, 
doubles, sliding, security, or with 
glass ...

Cedar Oak Cinnamon Uniforme 

Natural veneers trends design.

Doors, sliding doors, 
pivoting, all kinds of 

openings ...
Double doors, solutions for 
wide walls, double glazing, 

doors and fix ...

Glass VT, floor-to-
ceiling doors, special 
doors adapted to your 
space ...

Complements: 
top panels, skirting 
boards, socles, classic 

tarchitraves, plinths ...

Orchid stain
with open grain 

finish. Natural

Door model  K44. Colletion Live! Walnut finish

Door model 2031X. Collection Live! Stain pearl

Pearl

Decapé

Orchid Azabache

Walnut
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ESSENTIAL FOR YOUR DOOR

to match your door

4. Accessories

5.  Glazed doors

6.
+ INFO PAGE 302 

HANDLES

7.WARDROBES

8.
+ INFO PAGE 180 

INTEGRATION

+ INFO PAGE 312

+ INFO PAGE 180

+ INFO EN PÁG. 191

+ INFO PAGE 297

Choose the perfect complements 
for your door: Designs of Fences, 

Molding, Skirting, Capitals, 
Plinth, ...

Choose light with a  door with glass. 
Decide on design and we will 
provide security.

Give it character
The last element that makes up the 
door, capable of giving it the 
personal touch

Beyond the door
Once the door is chosen, decide on the 
element that best suits you, whether it's 
lacquered, veneered or stained, even walls 
with decorative papers. Choose beams to 
match the door, something new.

Capitel CA
Rosetta ROD

Suavia handle Satin Chrome

Suavia 
handle 
Graphite

Soul handle Polished nickel

Pyramid handle Polished nickel

Lady handle

Carola handle

Concealed
hinges 

Wardrobes
 Mirrored wardrobes  100 V1E

Personalized tables model Rock

Skerting board RCOL
Plinth PLI

Glazed V6 Glazed model Aspen Glazed VT Model 973

Vidriera VT floor-ceiling

Cornis CCCOL

Moldura MLA

Wall canvas Model SELVA NAIF Door model 912 VT Possibility of 
decorative beams and 

doors with special 
moldings

Flush and paneled door Model L60 Wenge finish 
Panels model L62 Wenge finish

NOVELTY!
OPTION

EASYBLOCK
Indicated for an 
extendable block, it 
facilitates its 
installation.
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Choice    comfort
Visually take off the fittings of a door

Eliminates noise, odours and dirt

Thanks to our concealed hinge you will obtain an 
aesthetically clean door. Use hidden hinges to achieve a 
visually clean finish.

Hinges, latches... Choose the same finish to achieve an integrated finish.

There are 3 elements that can insulate your space:

Concealed hinge

Hardware as a decoration element

 Stainless steel finish Brass Finish Bronze finish
Black finish

Including a magnetic closure "magnetic 
latch" to eliminate the classic click when 
closing the door. In addition to achieving a 
better aesthetic and with it acoustic 
protection.

1. Magnetic latch

Thanks to a rubber gasket "sealing" the closing of the door with 
the frame is airtight avoiding noise between rooms and possible 
noise of the "slamming" which is unpleasant.

2. Rubber seal

It incorporates a lower drop seal to 
prevent the passage of dust and 
noise between spaces.

3. Drop Seal
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Choose   health

Technical doors

It guarantees the passage of air between rooms and 
maintains the acoustic insulation required in the 
Technical Building Code.
Ask about the AIRDOOR system
for more information.

Choose an antibacterial finish with 
extra strength.

For closed spaces its
convenient for ventilation (rooms leading 
toboilers, kitchens, toilets, changing 

rooms ...) It incorporates an 
aesthetically and functionally perfect 
integrated grid. Ask about our 
VENTIDOOR system

Improved air quality

Eliminates bacteria from the door

Improves ventilation 

Fire protection.
Improve your protection against fire 
with our technical doors that support 
up to 90 minutes protection

Sound protection
SANRAFAEL provides you with a high degree of 
privacy and acoustic insulation.

306090Minutos

29 dB 30 dB 31 dB

34 dB

41 dB
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Live the pret - à - porter
Living creating and promoting trends is the goal we have set for 

this collection.

Live! is a proposal with new designs 100% Sanrafael according to 
current trends: Oxford Street, Classical Opulence, Tropical Chic, Art 

Deco, Geometrika, Green Vintage .

Enjoy something authentic! 

Live!
C O L L E C T I O N

T R E N D  ·  D E S I G N  ·  A U T H E N T I C I T Y
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DESIGN: SANRAFAEL
DOOR RANGE: 29 MODELS / TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS
FINISHES: 8 STANDARD / ANY colour RAL PERSONALIZED / SPECIAL FURNITURE: 
FOLDING CABINETS, SLIDING, DRESSING ROOMS, MIRRORS
DECORATIVE PAPER: 54 DESIGNS / 4 FINISHES
HANDLES: 68 MODELS / 8 FINISHES

INTERESTING DETAILS:
Timeless or very marked styles, combination of finishes, exquisite details in gold, marble and high 
gloss, in addition to introducing nature through unique pieces of tables created from tree trunks or 
beams to match the door or furniture

RECOMMENDATION:
Choose the style and design that you like and play with the finish to integrate it into the rest of 
the decoration



01 Model 60Z1 Frosted 
betulla  stain. Chrome handle.

03 Detail Model 62Z1 Betulla Stain Open Grain

04 Wallpaper Sanrafael model Black Plants

22
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60Z1
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Betulla Frosted stain. Chrome Upper handle.

02 
Headboard 

60Z1 

Frosted 
Betulla stain
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AL50Z1

02 Headboard bed AL50Z1 Stained in Frassino Open grain 
aluminum inlay in Silver.
03 Wardrobe AL50Z1 Frassino stain Open grain, aluminum 
inlay Silver. 04. Wall panels Stained in  frassino  Open grain.

24
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04

01 Modelo AL50Z1 Frassino stain open grain  
Aluminum Silver inlay. Handle Medium Chrome 
Brightness.

25



INTEGRATED DESIGNS, SIMPLE, 
EASY TO CLEAN ... EXCLUSIVE "Z" 

DESIGNS
OF SANRAFAEL DOORS

04. Detail grove Z Model 62Z11 Pearl stain

01 Model 62Z11 Pearl Stain. KENZO Chrome Satin handle. 

26
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62Z11 Minimalism? The creation of open spaces, absence of 
complements, simple lines, maximum integration .

Pearl stain, concrete colours, natural wood in 
open grain ... elements that  come back to stay.

03Wallpaper model Sanrafael Natural Stripes

02 External Sliding Hidden Mount 62Z11, Pearl stained.
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AL9300Z Oxford     
     Street

01 Model AL9300Z Dark lacquered 
Gold aluminum inlay. Pyramid handle 
Polished Brass.

02 Gold Aluminum Inlay Detail.
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Oxford     
     Street

04

05

03

British and timeless

Palette of neutral and calm colors that gives balance to the room. 

Designer furniture with neutral colours.

Small touches of golden metals in furniture and decoration.

High and open spaces with classic touches and mouldings.mneo

03 Model AL9300Z Sanrafael White 
Lacquered with Golden aluminium inlay. 
Pyramid handle. Brushed brass. 04 
Decorative bead Sanrafael White Lacquered. 
05 anel Sanrafael white lacquered.



Cromo Brillo

012

AL9100

01 Double  Door AL9100 Sanrafael Shite Lacquer with Gold Aluminium inlay. 
Pyramid Handle Brushed brass. 02 Architrave MES4  Sanrafael White Lacquer. 03 
MES4 skirting Sanrafael White Lacquer.

02

01

30



Classical
           Opulence

03

31



01Model 50Z33 Azabache stain. Pyramid Handle Brushed Brass. 02 

Cabinet 50Z33 Azabache stain. 03 Open Dressing Azabache 
and 05 .Ambients Separating columns Azabache stain. 

02

04 Wallpaper Sanrafael Model Sky

32
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50Z33

01

03

05

style guide

Clean and practical. Smooth.
Predominance of lines.
Light furniture and doors with a smart and 
modern style.
Direct light. Diferren light spots in the same 
room.
Provide warmth with leather, sateen, velvet, silk...
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60Z4A unique 
space

03 Aina Table Bronze finish.

02. Wallpaper Sanrafael 
model Botany.



02.Model Detail 60Z4  Chocolate stain

01. Double door 60Z4  Chocolate stain
Tool Handle in Polished brass. 

35
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01. Model 912 Mist Lacquer
Pyramid Handle polished nickel

02 Sliding Wardrobes 
912 Bruma lacquer
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LACQUER
 MIST

04 Detail Model 912 Bruma Lacquer

03. Wallpaper Sanrafael model Abstract Forms 

37
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New collection of classic and contemporary handles in 
satin chrome and matt finishes, brass, white, black 

Mixing a smooth and silky texture with lacquered 
finish and a veined-wood surface with the same 
stain is possible in Sanrafael Doors. Style and 
vanguard.

MODEL COMET 
CHROME SATIN

Wave MODEL Satin 
chrome

MODEL Elegance
POLISHED CHROME

GALLON MODEL
polished nickel

FINISHES

HANDLE
POLISHED BRASS

38


